We help give others a higher vibration.
Anything in our energy field, other than
creative flow, can get in the way.

The problem with Love is: We only know how to love based
on the way we have been loved or how we have loved our own life experiences and our past life conditions.
IS THIS BASED ON FEELINGS OR EMOTIONS
WE HAVE IN OUR OWN LIFE?

If we are One,
we are One with everything All Energy Patterns

We only need to love what we do not like about
ourselves 1% more than we have in the past to
change our vibration.
Our Family is Our Past
Father

Mother
Sister

Brother

Q: Are we One or are we separate?
Are we sending Love & Light ?
TEACHER
or is it our energy?
Ideas in & about
what they
are teaching

Energy

Patterns

Patterns
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& HIS FAMILY
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Healer

11 Years

Girl

Past relations
unresolved

All these people pulling on us Keeping us from our Creative Flow

WE KNOW WE ARE MADE UP OF MANY DIFFERENT EMOTIONS EACH IS A VIBRATION WE HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO; SOME FOR DAYS
WEEKS OR YEARS - SOME WE ARE BORN WITH.
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The person we are helping
has the same old energy patterns.
There are a lot of projections
on their physical bodies.

OLD FRIENDS

When we Heal; do we have to heal our past?

They are made up of all vibrations
- millions of emotions These are
which are all related to
energy
sickness, hurt & pain.
patterns
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There are hundreds of
vibrations around us in
our energy field.

Take, for instance,
a person diagnosed
with cancer.
- Does this now give
the cancer a life &
vibration of its own?

who is sick, hurt or
not feeling good.
Pulling
on them

Boy

Their friends, family, even the energy
surrounding schools are all examples
of the dynamic patterns that involve them

Person

Their beliefs
& ideals

4 Years

Remember- cancer is made
up of different energies or
past emotions.

Old

Energy

Our Children And Their Feelings
And Energy Patterns

Boy

Q: Is this person a Creator or a Victim?
When we send energy, do we intensify
the creations of another?

We send energy
based on our
ideas of Love

Old

* Other Factors Include:
CULTURE
NATIONALITY
RELIGION
MALE VS. FEMALE

Their Past

The sick person also
has this kind of past.

THEIR FAMILY
Projecting more ideas,
thoughts & energy
onto them.

So, there is a
vibration of cancer
made by the feelings
& emotions from the
5,000,000 people
who have
cancer

Is this collective consciousness
attracted to its Creator or
is it energy made up from history?
- Almost all energy patterns
come from the past

OTHER PEOPLE
WHO HAVE EVER
HAD CANCER

A. Healer - When we send energy
by our thoughts, intentions, ideas
(projections), does that affect our
other relationships? Is there a form
of transference based on what we
have not yet looked at or are not
yet aware of?
B. Do we intensify another persons
creation (sickness/hurt/pain)?
C. Does a collective consciousness
see us as merely more energy
or does it see us as Creators?
D. Afterwards - Do we find
ourselves feeling like we have just
been run over by something
or someone? It could even be
days before we begin to feel better.
E. When we heal, do we heal our past?
OR are we helping to heal the old
energy of the collective consciousness?

